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ENV4-CT96-0252
EARTHQUAKE-PREDICTION RESEARCH IN A NATURAL LABORATORY
PRENLAB
by
Ragnar Stefånsson
Icelandic Meteorological Office, Department of Geophysics, Reykjavik, Iceland
SlImmary
PREN LAB is a twa years multinational project of earthquake preeliction research, starting March
1,1996. In this project multielisciplinary European technology anel science are applieel in a common a.ction aimed at progress in earthquake prec!iction research and at reducing seismie risk. The
questiolls are where, when and how large ea rthquake ground mations will occur. Answers are

sought by stuelying the physical processes anel conelitions leaeling to large earthquakes. Icelanel,
sometiilles calleel a Naturai Geoph"sical Laboratory, is the test area for the project. The episoelic
character of crustal movements anel high seismicity, the \\"ell-elefineel earthquake zones anel shallow sources, as well as the extensi"e knowleelge of the geology anel geophysics of Icelanel, make it
an excellent test area for earthquake prediction research. Frequent short-term variations in strain
rate can be utilized as a time variable input to the experiment. Among other significant faci!ities
of this laboratory is the existence of a high qua.lity earthquakc data acquisition and evaiuation

system. The partners of the projec\ come from various branches of geosciences of 11 institutions in 6 European countries: France, Germany, lceland, Italy, Sweelen anel United Kingdom.
PRENLAB-2, a continuation of PREi'iLAB is planned to start a two years period March 1, 1998.
Key words
Mitigating risk, Hazarel assessment. Multidisciplinary approach, Geodynamic approach, Modelling earthquake processes, Microearthquake technology, Earthquake precursors, Premonitory
dlanges, Short-tel'm warnings, Database.
Introdllction
The ciassical hazarel assessment as it has been applied in lceland anel more countries is based
mainly on historical documentation and limited information from instrumental earthquake catalogues of this century anel a general knowledge of where the earthquake generating plate boundaries are. Although such hazard assessment has been extremely useful in many aspects, it has
the obvious limitations that it is only based on a few hundreds of years of history, and in fact
assumes that we should only expect hazards that are comparable to those \\'hich have happened
within this short history. Also it does not take into consideration the exact position of and
the interaction of faults that are expecteel to mave in earthquakes or earthquake sequences. IL
intergrates effects over large areas in time and space while it is well knO\\'J1 that by far the largest
destruction is relatecl to the proximity of the faults which are activatecl in the earthquakes each
time and to the areas where the faults rupture the surface. Hazard assessment basecl mainly on
catalogues of earthquakes and their magnitudes has come to the state that it cannot have more
progress:
• Until a better moclelling of the [ault processes has been achieved .
• Until we can recognize better the involvecl faults and monitor their movements and interaction.
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Figure 1: In the project multidisciplinary European technology and science are applied in a common action aiming at progress in earthquake prediction research and for reducing seismic risk.
Scientists from 11 institutions in 6 European countries participate in the project.
• Until we can monitor better the stresses in the adjacent area and understand better the
rheological properties and the role of fluids in the crust.
For a progress in earthquake hazard assessment and in general for progress in earthquake
predietion research we must aim at creating dynamic models which can explain multiplicity of
observations, which means that many disciplines of geosciences must be involved.
This is the basis of the PRE LAB project. It is a multidisciplinary approach in earthquake
prediction research (Figure 1).
The dynamic models to be created must comply with a multiplicity of observations in time
scales ranging from seconds to millions of years, ranging from historical seismicity to microearthquake information, ranging from geological field observations to observations of deformation with
space technology methods and borehole observations. The PREN LAB project collects information, developes methods and models to base further observations on to create a basis for a more
general multidisciplinary modelling (Figure 2).
In the workprogramme of PRENLAB the overall objectives are summarized as follows:
• To develop methods for automatic extraction of all information available in the frequent
microearthquake recordings, including fault mapping, rock stress tensor inversion, and
monitoring of crustal instability.
• To make use of this information, geological information, historical as well as older seismological information for physical interpretation of and modelling the tectonic proeesses
leading to earthquakes.
• To improve the understanding of the space and time re!ationship between earthquakes and
other observable features associated with crustal deformation.
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Figure 2: The available 3 eomponent digital earthquake monitoring in leeland. The Mid-Atlantie
Ridge goes throughleeland from the Reykjanes Ridge along the South leeland seismie zone (SISZ),
the rift zones to the Tjornes fmetw'e zone (TFZ) in the north. The most destruetive earthquakes
oeeur in the transform zones, SISZ and TFZ. The outlines of the leeland mantle plume at depth
are shown in purple. The leeland Hotspot project stations are operated during 1996-1998. Other
stations are permanent. Same other seismologieal and hyd1'OIogieal monitoring stations are operated toa.
• To apply this knowledge for improved real-time evaluations and alert systems and for
improved hazard assessments.
Among repOl'ted results of PREN LAB which are of a great significance for earthquake prediction research, the following can be mentioned:
• It has been dernonstrated in severaI studies involving work of seismologists, geologists and
geophysicists that it is possible on basis of mieroearthquakes to map subsurface faults with
a great accuracy. A good agreement is between such studies within the project based
on mieroearthquakes and the result.s of studying the faults on the surface when these are
exposed.
• It has been demonstrated that stresses inferred from microearthquakes eoincide generally
very well wit.h what can be expected, based on paleostress st.udies of the geologists in t.his
project, and have a relevance to the first results gained from the borehole experirnent. ane
of the problems of interpl'etation of double-couple focal mechanism sotutions of earthquakes
4

is to distinguish between the fault plane and the auxiliary plane. \Iethods for doing this
have been developed with three different approaches, firstly by comp"risoll with geologieal
fault data, seeondly by basing on groups of solutians on lhe same fault and thirdly by
applying stability eriteria on the possible fault plane solutians for each earthquake.
• Among signifieant new resulls that ean be reported is that ehanges of shear-wave splitting
at ape of the SIL stations in the South !celand seismie zone (SISZj indieate stress ehanges
witl) time that most probably can be attributed the intrusion of la"a into the crust in the
preparatory stage of the Vatnajiikull eruption that started on September 30, 1996. The
seismie station is 160 km away from the fissure intrusion. Data from volumetrie borehole
strainmeters in SISZ confirm sueh findings, as "'ell as mieroearthquake patterns during the
same period of time. This indieates that il mal' be possible to prediet inereased probability
for triggering of earthquakes based on monitoring of stress changes from outside the fault.
zone. It is also to be pointed out that ane of the main pillars for using !celand as a test area
for earthquake predietion was that it would be possible to monitor stress or strain ehanges
eaused by measurable pulsations of the !celand plume. These results have a consequenee
in general for understanding how stresses are transmitted in the crust anywhere.

• The geologieal neid studies and interpretations ha"e revealed signifieant variations in the
direetion of stress fields in the same area. Such changes have also been indieated in evaluating microearthquakes and former modelling of historical activity also shows the significanee

of such changes in time and space. The bore hole loggings also indicate the existenee of
stress directions that do not coineide with the prevailing stresses. and also show ehanges
wilh time.
• A result of a great significanee is thal il has been shown thal it is possible to use SAR,
satellite radar interferometry for measuring stable plate motion during a period of a eouple
of years in the fa,"ourable conditions thal prevail in !celand. This is of enormous significanee
for construeting a dynamieal model of stress build-up in an earthquake area.
• It has been demonslrated on lira oecasions by observations anc! moc!elling how fluid intrusion may trigger earthquakes. In one case this \Vas a magnitucle .5.8 earthquake l in the

other it was an intensive earthquake sequenee. This may be a key to explain or understand
foreshoeks whieh are frequenlly reported befare large earthquakes in !celand.
• Modelling work on a large scale based on multidiseiplinary data is still on a preparatory
stage. Mueh modelling work has been carriec! out with the purpose of interpreting observations in various fields. An example of lhis is the modell ing of obsen'ecl tension gashes on
lhe surface folIOIring an earlhquake, based on knowledge of the upper crustal structure. By
this modell ing it Iras eonc!uded that it is possible to draw conc!usions about the underlying
stress field from apen fissures striking a fell' degrees away from the fault strike. Modelling
IVork has been carried out also with the aim of aclapting and de"eloping existing methods
for the speeial conditions in iceland, with ils rifting, time dependency of stress field, etc.
• The significanee of the multidisciplinary approach of PRENLAB has been clearly demonstrated in the first steps that have been laken "'ithin the projecl to try to ansIVer the questions where, when and how large earthquakes can be expeeted in the three main earthquake
risk areas of iceland (Figure 2). These are the SISZ, the HLlsavlk-f1atey transform fault
within the Tjiimes fraeture zone (TFZ) in the north (Figure 3), and the seismie zone near
to the eity of Reykjavik. In the available earthquake history large e"ents do not repeat in
the same IVay in these areas. Predietion, lang or short-term, must t.hus be based on earth
realistic models of the present c1"y leetonical eonditions in and amund the seismie zones
[74,76].
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Figure 3: The Tjornes fraeture Ione is a eomplieated right-lateral transform zone whieh eonnects
the '-ilting in the northern voleanie zone of Iceland to the ESE- WNW rifting in the Mid-Atlantie
rijt zone to north of Iceland. The general plate motion aeeording to NUVEL-IA is indieated. The
red lines indieate the lines where it is proposed that the most signifieant transform-rijting motion
presently takes plaee. The most pmnouneed feature is the Husavik-Flatey transform fault, whieh
with its proposed westward eontinuation is the only weU developed transform fault of Iceland, up
to 10 million years old. Historieal seismicity has been interpreted and is assumed to lie mostly
on this fault. The Grimsey zone is mueh more volcanie and geologieally a more recent feature.
These twa zones are pmposed to take up the main part of the plate motion. It is not known what
is the eontrioution of eaeh, and it is assumed this is variable with time, depending on ehanging
conditions in and amund the fraeture zone.
In the following the methods and result of the PRENLAB project will be described in more
detail.
Methods and results

[I] Real-time evaluation of earthquake--related-processes

and development of data-

base
The work described here is basically a responsibility of the lcelandic Meteorological Office, DeG

partment of Geophysics (IMOll.DG) in cooperation \\"ith all the other groups involved in PIlENLAB. In developing methods for acquisition and evaluations there has been an especially elose
cooperation with Uppsala University, DeparLment of Geophysics (UUPP.DGEO).
Extension of the monitoring networks
A very significant achievemenL in the data collection is the increase of number of operating seismic statiohs in Iceland. Since the start of the PIlENLAB project in \Iarch 1996, the number
of permarfent seismic stations, SIL stations, in operation has increased from 18 to 33. The new
stations are funded by Icelandic communities, hydrothermal and hydroelectrical power companies, civil defence funds. a private tunnel-digging company, the Icelandic Research Council, and
indirectly by research groups canying out tomographic studies, which can make use of the powerfu! SIL acquisition system. The lat'gest supporter of this build-up project of the SIL system
is IMOI1.DG, which besides contributions to the initial costs guarantees the operation cost of
the system. These stations are as other permanent stations of the SIL netll"ork available for the
PRENLAB project and of great significance for it.
From summer 1996 to summer 1998, 29 extra digital broad-band stations are operated continuously at remote places not covered by the SIL system, main!y fo"" collecting teleseismic data.
This is a part of the Iceland Hotspot project, lead by Gillian Foulger. rniversity of Durham.
Among other participants are Princeton University, \\"ith Jason MOl'gan and Guust Nolet, and
Bruce Julian of the U.S. Geological Survey, besides 1~IOR.DG. The wa"eform information from
these stations will be inelucled into the SIL evaluation proeesses, especially as con cerns the local
seismic activity. This is a very significant addition to the data that we aceOl'ding to the original
plan can approach for the PRENLAB project. As these temporai stations are operated in areas
where we have only fe\\" SIL stations they can provide us with a complementary overview about
the stress conditions in the country as a whole. Figure 2 shows the locations of the seismie
stations operated in Iceland during the later part of the PRENLAB project.
Acquisitioll , evaiuatioll and storing of data

A refined and easily accessible database for seismic data, mainly based on microearthCJuakes
acquired by the SIL system is under construction. Since 1991, 90.000 earthquakes have been
recorded by the SIL system. The data were 'llItomatically evaluated and manuaily corrected.
Facilities have been developed to store ail the data on-line on hard disks. Seismogram data
is stored using packed binary format, where only the number of bits that is reCJuired to store
sample to sample variation, is stored.
Other data are stored in relational database tables. Station parameters such as coordinates,
instrument characteristics and time corrections a.re stored in separate tables. This information
is incorporated into headers when data are extracted from the database.
In order to insure against loss of data, procedures and facilities have been developed to back
up all data onto magnetic tapes. All new data and moclifications are \vritten to tape each day
and ail data are written to tape approximately eve ry two weeks. Periodicaily, a set of tapes is
moved for storage to a elifferent site. As magnetic tapes only last a few years, anel the long-term
stabilty of optical storage media is not well established, this is possibly the most effeetive way to
permanently preserve the data, and it has the advantage that the data is ahmys readily accessible
[.52].
An interface to the elatabase through the World Wide Web is under de\"elopment. Currently
anyone with access to the Internet can search through a list of over 65.000 earthquakes that have
been manually checked since Janllary l, 1995.
Work has been carried out for a new, reevaIuated and refined catalogue of instrumentally
measured earthquakes in Ic.eland sinee 1926. The cataloglle from 1926-1963 has been reevaluateel
and put on digital form. The refinement of the more recent cataloglles is in progress [47].
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Spatial changes in seismicity have been studied in an area aiong the Reykjanes Peninsula ,

the South Iceland Lowland. into the eastern micanie zone, and off eoast of north leeland [46,56,
66].
\Vork has been carriecl out for refinec1 estimation of magnitucles and locations of historieai

earthquakes as well as felt ewnts, not instrumentally eleteetecl since 1926 [~.)].
~Iuch work has been carrieel out in inlerpreting elata from yolumetric boreholc strainmeters,
which has\leacl to very significant reslilts. Premonitory and coseismic changes, volumetric strain,

anel foresliocks of the magnitude ·5.8 earthquake at \·atnafji:ill, near the eastem enel of the South
Icelanel seismic zone, ha,·e been stuelieel. These can be interpreteel ancl ha'·e been moclelleel as
l1lagmatic f1uiels intrusion coinciding with the foreshocks anel the main shock fllJ.
A long~term overvic,," (since 1979) of 7 volul1letrie strainl1leters in the SISZ (Figure 2) has
been workeel out. Methoels have been elevelopeel for correcting the strainmeter rccorel of weather
influences. As a result of this \Vork can be l1lcntionec1 a change in strainrate 5-6 months befare
the start of the 1996 eruption in Vatnaji:ikull, which may be causecl by m"gma intrusion there,
i.e. mo're than 150 km from the strainmeter stations (7 , 8, Til
The seismicity of Katla ,·oicano which is beneath the Myrelalsji:ikull glacier has been stuelieel.
Erllptions in hatla pose a considerable danger because of enormolls' W(lter- and mudAows which
accompany the cruptions. Il is one of the objectives of the SIL network anel the attached alert
system to help to warn for the the future eruptions [-13].
The seismicity of the yoicanic eruption in Vatnaji:ikull was stuelieel as concerns hypocenters
anel mechanism of the eanhqui1kes which were linkeel to the eruption. \luch effort was put in
saving elata on this remarkable eruption from the seismic net,mrks, both eanhquake eli1ta as well
as elata on voicanic tremor. Vatnaji:iklill is elireetly above the leelanel mamle pillme ancl changes
of the pillme activity greatly arreet the seismicity i1long all of the plate bounelary in Icelanel, and
is thus or a great significanee for the PRENLAB objectives ['.), 79).
Although the SIL system is a seismie elata aequisition system, that is primarily designed for
automatie aeCjllisition and evaluation of elata from loeal microearthquakes. it can also be useel
for collecting teleseismic anel regional data for deep structure studies. It broaelens the scientific
use of the network anel has maele it easier to obtain funds for extending the network to a large
part of the plate boundar,· in lceland. The SIL station software has no"· been modifieel allowing
for seieetion of waveform data adelitionally at 20 ancl 4 samples per second. This makes it
economically possible to sa'·e lang time intervals of seismological daUL from the SIL stations. We
have developed an automatie proceelure to seleet anel slore teleseismie elata in the SIL system,
based on USGSjN8IC information on teleseismie events in the whole world. ":hieh are measurable
in lceland. From USGS "EIC we reeeive E-mail messages with a single-line information on
earthqllakes they have determined, the so-ealled "E" type messages. A selection program reaels
the messages anel seleets e'·ents that fulfill certain criteria of magnituele and epieentral elistanee.
The program uses the L\SPEI91 moelel to compute the first arrival time at each station_ The
teleseismie body wave data are fetched with a sampling rate of 20 samples (in same eases 100
samples) per seeonel and the slll-face wave elata with sampling rate of 4 samples per seconel from
the 1-3 days lang ringbuffer of the SIL site stations. Sinee mid-year 1996 waveform data from
230 teleseismic events haw been stored by this automatie procedure ['l-l].
A real~time filter has been introeluceel into the on-line process of the SIL system, to be
tuned for detecting harmonic tremor and signals which now are nal ielemifieel automatieally.
The continuous seismic signal at the SIL sile stations is banelpass filtered at 0.5-1 Hz, 1-2 Hz
and 2-4 Hz anel the l minute mean amplitude is seanned and sent to the SIL center. Visual
presentation of this data gives auseful indication of the multiplicity of activity in real~time.
This data has been ealibrated anel proeedllres elevelopeel to estimate magnitlleles of local events
larger than magnituele 2, independent of the waveform proeessing [53].
The extension of the SIL system in to the highlanels of Iceland has lead to many problems
8

in the automatic detection and analysis which are gradually being solved. The SIL system was
developed for use in the seismic zoncs. Automatic monitoring in the highlands revealed in many
ways new problems because the crustal structure is not as well known and the earthquake sources
are often more complicated. Much work has been carried out to lower the detection threshold
for earthquakes in the vo1canic Central Iceland. The new real-time filter mentioned above is
significant for this purpose as well as further tuning of all detection parameters [48].

,

To search for time and space patterns in the multip!icity of information in the SIL data
Results have been obtained in using seismological data for mapping active earthquake faults
in the Tjornes fracture zone at the north coast of Iceland (Figure 4). The method used is a
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Figure 4: Mapped faults within the Tjornes fracture Jane off the north coast of lee/and. Black
lines indicate faults mapped with conventional ref/ection seismic methods or by direct observations on-land. Red lines are 60 active fault segments mapped using accurate relative locations of
microearthquakes recorded by the SIL network. Seismic stations are denoted by triangles. Dark
patehes are sites of recent volcanism. The depth contour interval is 100 m.
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mliltim·ent method basecl on cross-correlating similar signals at the the same seismic stat ion

[65]. Pro"ic!ec! the time accuracy of the seismic c!ata of the SIL system. close to l millisecond,
active faulls can be mappec! with accuracy of the orc!er of 10 meters. Faull plane solutions basec!
on spectral amplituc!es of P- anc! S-waves are then usec! as a part of the mapping to reveal the
sense of the fault motion. SeveraI speeial fault mapping efforts have been carriec! out relatec! to
ongoing earthquake sequences in other parts of the country, so graduall,' information on fault
arrangement in c!ifferent parts along the plate bounc!ar)' is being eolleclec!.
Resulis have been obtained on basis of ilwestigation of recent high seismie activit)' near the
Hengill triple j unetion in SIN-kelanel. spatial anc! ternporal variations of aClivity have been stuc!iec! anc! migration within the area. Fault plane solutians of more than 20.000 earthquakes have
been stuc!iec! in the area anc! faults have been rnappec! b,' multievent loealion procec!ure (rigure
5) [63,6-11.
Introc!uclion of new algorithms imo lhe alerl syslem anc! other evalualions of the SIL system
The basic option of the SIL seismie system techniques is to use microearlhqwlkes to bring to the
surface information from the source areas of earthquakes. Basec! on c!etailec! microearthquake
anaiysis it is possible to monitor active fallits and mo\·emenls across these, as well as stresses
anc! stress changes in their surroundings. The smaller the earthquakes are which can be usec! the
closer \Ve are to continuous moni oring of such features. anc! the more c!elailed information we
obtain of the spatial conc!itions. Therefore it is sa signincant to be able to obtain aUlomatically
'LS detailec! and secure information as possible [50].
'Nork is going on for introc!ucing ACIS into the automatic procec!ures of the SIL system. ACIS
is an acronym for "Reducing manual checking by Automatic Correlation of Incoming Signais".
As has been shown in the work on multievent analysis for c!etailec! mapping of faults most
seismic events correlate well with each other \Vithin some areas. Work is going on for testing anc!
introc!ucing ACIS in the automatic operation of the SIL network in Iceland. A geographically
indexed database is being created where different classes of earthquakes are stored. As new
earthquakes are recorded bl' t.he netIVork, the system automatically looks for similar waveforms
in the c!atabase, and if founc!, takes lhe onset anc! the first motion direction picks from there. Jf
no existing entry in the database eorrelates with the newevent, the event is checkeel interactively
b.v the netIVork operators. This approach will improve the accuracy of the alltomatic analysis
and reelllce the need of IVork for interactive checking of the elata without loss of lIseful signais.
Preliminary testing bas demonstrated thal the approach described here is possible. It is
expected that lhe first version of the algorit.hm lViII be reaely for aut.omatic routine operation
IVithin the SIL system in October 1998, anel thlls as a basis for an enhanced alert c!etector
algorithms.
'Nork has been carrieel out for stuelying anel renning the alert thresholds for the SIL relateel
alert system in Iceland. An alert detector monitoring large amplitudes and backgrolInd noise
(tremor) in botb unnlterecl anel filtered baneIs of tbe seismic wavefonn data is operated on all
the SIL stations. It has been tuned for different types of sensors as the SIL system operates
accOl'eling to neeel with l second, 5 seconds and broadband sensors [9, 10, ~9J.
The continllous seismic signal al the SIL site stations is banc!pass filtered in three channels
and the l minute mean amplituc!e is ca1culated and sent to the SIL center, where the interpretation of characteristics of the tremor is canieel out anel linked to the alert system. These
frequencies show to be useful in eliscriminating naise of different origin. The 10IVer frequencies
are typical for harmonic vo1canic tremor, while the highest frequency seems to be expressing
noise created by very intensive aclivity of very small earthquakes, although these are not discriminated as such. Such an activity is more typical in the approaching of an eruption and mal'
passibly be of signincance in the intraeluctionary phase of earthquakes. ~Iuch work remains to
be done to analyze the noise anel halV it is relatec! to other activities of the crustal fOl·ces. This
10
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noise monitoring is al ready no\v llsed to monitor volcanic acivity. The experiencc \Vill also be a
good basis for designing a new detector in the SIL system whieh will be "imed at detecting and
1J
a..utomatically evaluating "slow eal'thquakes (mcaning small earthqllake:'3 \\"ith corner fl'equencies
of the order of l Hz) which are aften observed in Iceland.
Retrieving of da.ta a.nd othcr prepa.ratory \Vorl.; fal' modelling destrllcti\"e earthquakes

\Vork has' started to retrieve seismic data and older models which ha\'e direct relevance for
modelling where, when and how catastrophic earthqllakes occlIr in three of the main scismie
risk zones of Iceland. These are the srsz, the TFZ and the seismic lOne close to Heykjavik.
Models based on older information from seismological, geological and geodetic information will
be a significant, input to the modelling work based on the new mullidisciplinary approach of
PREN LAB [78,80].
A tentative model of earthquake occurrence based mainly on data on historical and recent
seismicity and older geological data and tectonical interpretations has been set up for the TFZ
(rigul'li 3) [81].
Although much of the pl"te motion is probably taken up by " main transform fault it would
be wrong to assurne that the e"rthquakes on this fault would follo\v a simple kinernatic model
of stable/unstable strain release as a result of an even plate motion in ilS surroundings. Based
on geological evidence it is indicated that during the last tens of thousands to hundreds of
thousands of years this transform fault only takes up a small fraction of the total plate divergency.
However, the earthquake activity during the last 200-300 years suggesls that presentil' most of
the transform motion is taken up by this fault. Also it is evident from these data that large
earthquakes repe at in a different manner on the same fault segments.
What is saiel here highlights the significance of earth realistic modell ing of the present dal'
general seismotectonic conditions in this zone for lang or short term prediction of hazards.
Evidence from historical seismicity or the lack of evidence in the other main risk zones highlight the same for these zones. We do not see the repetition of "nearIl' identical" hazardous
earthquakes, highlighting the significance of earth-realistic dynamic models for these zones.

[Ij Development of methods liS ing microearthquakes

for monitoring crustal instabil-

it y
The SIL microearthquake system produces dclailed results of autamalie analysis of large number of microearthquakes. To be able to work effieiently with this kind of information a special
interactive program had previously been created. During the PRENL.-\B project, this program
has now been further devclopeel anel allows now the results from single event location, from
multievent loeation, from fault plane solution, anel from rock stress tensor inversion as input.
The program can now be useel for steering results from ane analysis to another, for example
can the relative locations give constraint on the fault plane orientation which can be used in
the input for both fault plane solutians and rock stress tensor inversion. The development of
this interactive software has also requireel modifications in all other software to facilitate the
information flow between the different algorithms. The work detailed in this chapter is basicaily
the responsibility of Uppsala University, Department of Geophysies (UUPP.DG EO) [26,65,72,73].
Methoels for subcrustal mapping of faulLs
The algorithm for absolute and relative location of microearthquakes has been implemented in
the SIL system routine analysis. This software has been applied in a search of cmstal faults, both
in the TFZ anel the SISZ. This work has been in cooperation with geologists within PRENLAB
anel these faults, found from the microearthquakes, show a remarkable agreement with the fault
information available from sea bottom anel lanel surveys. These stuelies also inelicate the power
of the multievent location teehnique for discriminating the fault pl "ne anel the auxiJiary plane.
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An example of the results using this algorithm is shown in Figure 'I.
Methods for monitoring the local rock stress tensor
New methods and software have been developed to estimate a regional or local stress tensor
based only on microearthqua.ke focal mechanisms and locations [72]. The inversion scheme is
based on existing techniques which has been improved along twa major lines of work:

,

• The, method takes advantage of the SIL fault plane solution algorithm and is tims able
to handle a range of acceptablc fault plane solutians for each Hent which signifieantly
improves the stress tensor osLim<ltion (Figure 6) .
• The eruci<ll point of ehoosing which nod<ll pl<lne to inciude in the il1\'€l'sion, i.e. ehoosing the
fault pl<lne, has been taekled boLh the trac!itional way, by gooc!ness of fit between observec!
slip anc! estimated shear-stress c!irection, anc! with t,m new approaehes. The fault plane
can be ehosen as the one least stable, using a simple i\lohr-Coulomb criterion, in the testec!
stress regime or with information from the fault mapping SIL syslem algorithrn for absolute
anc! relative loeation. Difficulties concerning the generality ofthe stability algorithm have
reeenlly been solvec!. Both new methods show very promising resuIts (figure 7).
The software has been c!evelopec! anc! implementec! in the SIL system context. Tests with synthetie data, semi-synthetic (geologieal) c!ata anc! real data from IcelanC! ha,'e been performec! [55].
Methoc!s for monitoring of stable/unstable fault movements
Methods aro in development for monitoring what usually is charaeterizeC! as aseismie fault
movement by use of mieroearthquakes. The commonly observed in ler action between mieroearthquakes, aften over large c!istances comparec! to the earthquake sizes. is most probably relat.ec! to defarmation expressed by stable aseismic slip. Utilizing the extensi,'e information carried
by the large amount of microearthquakes has the potential lo find a rock-mechanical connection
between microearthquakes during episodie activity. In principal this apens indireet possibilities
\.0 aehieve knowledge about the aseismie fault slips. Such an a""lysis mal' be performed by
doducing possible aseismic faulL movements from the microearthquakes anc! vary unknown parameters to put the earthquakes into physieal chains of eflccts anc! consequences. This approach
is totally physical (rock-mechanical) anc! can be expectod, together with lheorctical moc!els, to
develop models of fault slip proeess. Such models basec! on laboratory stuC!ies havo alreac!y been
proposed anc! have found gre"t support from numorical modelling anc! comparisans with earthquake observations [25,27,67].
Methods for monitoring crustal wave velocities from microearthquakes
Work has been carried out to finc! 3-D erusU,1 velocity struclure in SW-Iceland from local
earthquake tomography. The first results show a very interesting velocity anomal)' at the lower
boundary of the brittle crust which ma)' significantly influence the the moc!elIing of the tectonics
of the SISZ (Figure 8) [84].

o

Monitoring stress changes before earthquakes using seismie shear-wave splitting
The World Wide Web is being used to aecess seismic data from the SIL seismie network at
IMOIl.DG. Seismicit)' maps demonstrate that a nllmber of stations are sited over sllfficient seismicity for analysis of shear-wave splitting to be viable. This work is mainl)' the responsibiIity of
University of Edinburgh, Department of Geology and Geophysics (UEDIN.DGG).
Observed stress dependent shear-wave splitting
Shear-wave splitting is widely observed (figure gl, c!isp!aying lInllsllally large time-delays prob13
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Figure 6: Example of stress tensor inversion using 56 microearthquakes in the SIL a'·ea. The
figure shows lowe,' hemisphere equal area prajections, in the left column are the resulting principal
stress directions with 68% and 95% confidence limits and the optimal solution marked by a black
square, al, and a black triangle, a2. Deviation is the average angular misfit for the optimal
solution, R = (al - a2)/(al - a3), is the relative size of the intermediate principal stress. The
black rose diagram around the circle is the 95% confidence limit for the direction of maximum
horizontal compression. The right column shows the nodal planes that the inversion algorithm
picked as fault planes. The plus signs are the poles to the individual planes and they have been
overlayed by a K amb contour diagram. The upper row shows the result when only the optimal
fault plane solutians (fps) were included in the inversion and the lower row is the result when
a range of acceptable fps were used for each event. We see that although the confidence limits
for the stress directions do not change much the deviation decreases dramatically when using
acceptable fps. There is also a large difference in the chosen fault planes. Jn the optimal fps
case the algorithm picks NW-SE striking subvertical planes and a large number of subhorizontal
planes. The acceptable fps case on the other hand picks mostly NE-SW striking subvertical planes
and fewer subhorizontal planes [72}.
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Figure 7: Same 56 mieroearthquakes as in the previous figure but now inverted with different
nodal plane pieking algorithms. Both examp/es in this figure have been inverted with aeceptable
fault plane solutions (fps). The upper row is the same as the lower row in the previous figure and
used a plane selection eriterion based solely on the fit of the theor'dieally caleulated shear-stress
direction to the direction of observed slip on the p/ane. Whiehever p/ane had the smallest misfit
angle was ehosen. In the /ower row a more physiea/ eriterion was app/ied. The p/ane with /owest
stability, caleulated using a simple Mohr-Coulomb failure eriteria, was chosen as the fault plane.
This eriterion gives a s/ightly higher average deviation, but as can be seen in the figure, mueh
m.ore well defined prineipa/ stress direetions. The direetion of maximum horizontal eom.pression
is likewise more weU defined and the stress regim.e is now more deeisive/y strike-slip. The ehosen
nodalplanes are preferably NE-SW striking subvertieal plan es for both algorithms although the
instability method pieks them more frequently and dDes include very few subhorizontal p/anes {72}.
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Figure 8: 3-D P-wave veloeity at 10 km depth in the erust beneath SW-Ieeland estimated from
loeal earthquake tomography.
ably eaused by high temperatures and/or high pore-fluid pressures both of whieh may well be
present in the upper erust in Iceland (Figure 10) [26,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,54,89,90J.
The remarkable observations are that, the first 200 days of the first SIL seismie station examined, which was the station SAU in the SISZ, showed variations in shear-wave splitting similar
to those observed before earthquakes. Such behaviour can be interpreted (and numerically modelled) as the effects of increasing stress on the stress-aligned intergranular microcracks present
in almost all rocks. These variations at SAU were reported at the internal PRENLAB workshop
in Reykjavik, September 10, 1996, but since this was the first data analyzed from SIL, the interpretation was not eonfirmed. In fact, SAU is about 160 km WSW of the eruption on September
30, 1996, beneath the Vatnaj6kull iee cap. Since the eruption more data have been analyzed and
it is planned to better constrain the observations before the eruption by more observations also
in that time period. Figure 11 shows the different behaviour of shear-wave splitting between
ray path directions 0°-15° and 15°-45° to stress directions. It is suggested that the changes in
shear-wave splitting at SAU were the result of increasing pressure as magma was injected into
the lower crust for some five months before the eventual eruption [62,79].
The observed variations at SAU suggest that shear-wave splitting may be a very sensitive
monitor of current stress changes, and does not depend on the complicated interactions in earthquake preparation zones. It is very encouraging to see the effect of changes so early in the
project.
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Figure 9: Map demonstrating ongoing work in studying shear-wave splitting polarizations below
seismie stations in leeland, where seismie data are available with angle of incidenee within the
shear-wave window, during September 1996 - April 1997.
• They indicate that shear-wave splitting has the potential for monitoring the detailed stress
behaviour in Iceland.
• They indicate that Iceland is an active naturaliaboratory for research on earthquake source
zones and vo!canic manifestations.
• They suggest a number of new projects to improve stress-monitoring of the crust beneath
Iceland.
Identify optimum areas and developing routine techniques
The ongoing work of will gradually allow the identification of suitable areas for deployment of
more closely spaced SIL stations for more effective studies of precursory changes. Development is
plan ned of routine techniques that can be used for real-time monitoring of splitting parameters
in Iceland [35].
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Example of shear-wave splitting from statlon SAU

p

SI
SLOW

(N3WE)

U

90 ms
Date: 1996 July 10, 0728:30.4 ± 0.12
Depth: 9.8 ± 1.6 km Epicentral Distance: 5.0 ± 0.9 km
Azimuth: N172°E
Magnitude: 0.6

Figure 10: Three-eomponent seis11l0grams of an earthquake (at 07:28:30.-1, July 10, 1996) at
SA U 1Vith time 11I01·ks at every second. Upper traces are iV-S, E- W, and uertieal components.
The lower traces are horizonta! eomponents rotated to the faster (iV225' E) and slowe,' (N315° E)
shear-wave polO1'izatiol1s showing time-de/ays between spid shear-waoes.

@] Borehole monitoring of fluid-rock

interaetion
Geophysical loggings
A pilot study is angoing to obtain a time series of lags in the SISZ. An 1100 m deep borehole
(11-03, "Nefsholt") inside the zone (63.92°N, 20.41°W, 7 km south of the seismic station SAU) is
used and provides the unique opportunity to perform measurements much nearer to earthquake
sources than usual. Hypocenter depths at that location range between 6 and 9 km. iVloreover,
data can be obtained for a depth interval of more than 1000 m, uninfluenced by the sedimentary
cover and less disturbed by surface noise.
In the preparational phase of an earthquake, stress accumulation is expected to be connected
with the creation of borehole breakouts, changes in the number anel size of cracks, a possible
variation of the stress elirection, etc. Therefore, the following set of geoparameters is monitored:
Temporal changes visible in these lags \Vill be correlated with elata obtained by other methods used in the whole project, seismicity, anisotropy observeel in S-wa\"es, crustal defarmation,
gravity, etc.
There are twa main objectives: The first is to measure stress ineluceel changes in physical
parameters of rocks by repeated logging. The measured parameters are the acoustic velocity
and the coneluctivity of the rock surraunding the borehole as well as the geometry and degree of
fracturing of the borehole wall. The seconel aim is to get supplementary information about the
18

Time-delay Variations at Station SAU
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Figure 11: Variations of shear-wave splitting at SA U for 390 days from May 1, 1996. Polar
equal-area maps out to 45° of left shear-wave polarizations, with rose diagram indicating average
direction, and right circles scaled to normalized time-de/ays (ms/km). Variation with time of
normalized time-delays for ray paths in bonds with incidence 00 to 15° to the crack face (sensitive
to crack density), and for ray paths in bonds with incidence 15° to 45° to the crack face (sensitive
to aspeet-ratio). Lines are least-squares fits befare and after the eruption. Dashed lines in the
lower plot repeat lines in the upper ploto Ereor bars are approximate.
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stress fieIei anel its changes insiele the SlSZ by the eletection of borehole breakouts.
T'his work is mainly under the responsibHit.v of GeoForschungsZentrunl PotscIam} Division

.5-Geomechanies anel Management of Drilling Projects, Section 5.3-Roek Meehanies and Stress
Fielel of the Earth's Crust (GFZ.DR.DBL). Besieles the other partners of the PRENLAB there
is a speeial cooperation with Valgarelur Stefånsson at the Icelanelic Energy Authority in this work.
Equipmen,t anel methoels
The following tools are used: the borehole compensated sonie tool (BCS) to measure the P-wave
"elocity of the rock, the elual-ineluction-Iaterolog (OIL) to get an estimate of the resistivity in
three different penetration elepths, the gamma-ray (GR) and spectral gamma-ray (SGR) tools to
hell' evaluating the lithological sequenee, and the borehole tele"iewer which provieles a complete
image of the borehole wall. The BCS also allows registration of the whole wavetrain which is
helpful for fracture ielentification and elistinguishing the elifrerent phases of al'l'iving waves. With
the BCS, the OIL anel the GR severai ru liS are performed one immeeliately after the other. After a earefu! depth mateh these runs are a"eraged. This proeeelure is repeated after elifferent
time intervals anel is inteneled to be continueel. So far, two repetitions have been performed,
the first after a time interval of three months, the seeonel approxiinately one year later. The
borehole televiewer allows eleteetion of borehole breakouts, whieh are stress induced elongations
of the borehole indicating the orientation of the lesser principal horizontal stress which is perpenelieular to the greater horizontal principal stress. Aelditionally, fractures can be pickeel in
depth a.nd azimuth and c10seel fractures can be distinguished from open ones. Thus repeated
telcviewer-logging allows to observe changes in borehole geometry anel in apen ing of fraetures [61].

Results
Concerning the repeateel logging it can be saiel that the repeatability showed to be extremely
good. Significant changes in the measured curves are not due to instrumental errors and can be
assumed to be real. Some changes in the P-wave velocity have been observed between last year
and this year. The same is observeable in the DIL-Iogs.
The breakouts founeI in the borehole at Nefsholt (Figure 12) seem to be in agreement with
the secondary stressfield in this area found by the geologists as eIescribed in section 6 (NNE-SSW
to NE-SW extension). The analysis of fractures shows open, mainly steeply dipping fractures
Ol' bedeling interfaces with an average strike of 4.)0. This coincieles with the strike of fraetures
measureel at the surfaee. Examples of televiewer elata for a fractureel borehole-section anel an
interval eontaining breakouts is shown in Figures 12 anel 13.
These primary results are examined further by carefully combining the available elatasets and
evaluating the theol'etical background by moelelling.
Radon reIated to seismicity in the South IceIand seismie zone
This work is carrieel out at the Division of Geophysics, University of Icelanel (U/CE.DG).
Build an improveel LSC apparatus to measure the raelon content of water and gas samples
This \\'ork is in progress and funds have been secured to appl)' it for regular monitoring in the
SISZ [82,83].
Revive the radon sampling program in South Iceland
A radon sampling program started in the SISZ in 1978, anel samples \\'ere collecteel on aregular
basis for 17 years. This monitoring will be reviveel with improveel techniques, by using the
improved LSC apparatus which is being developeel. As a part of reviving the program an overvie\\'
inl'estigation has been earrieel out on observeel interrelationshil' between seismic aetivity anel
radon signais. The main results of this can be summarizeel as follows:
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Figure 12: Televiewer'logs run in bordwle Lrr03 in a depth interval containing breakollts.
• Of all anomalies that eould be expected from the magnitude-distanee selection eriterion,
24% were actually cletected.
• 35% of all measured anomalies are related in time to seismicity.
• 80% of earthquake related anomalies are positive.
• If a positive anomaly is detectecl, there is 38% probability of an earthquake following it.
• Anomalies were detected before 30 events out of 98 possible events. There is thus 31 % probability of a measured anomaly before an earthquake, that fulfills the rnagnitude-distanee
criterion.

• For most of the events the associated raclon anomaly was cletected at one station onIy. Five
events were preeecled by anomalies cletected at two stations, one event at three stations,
and one event at five stations.
• The sampling sites are not equally sensitive. The sensitivity is related to the loeal geo!ogical
formations. The statistics can be improved consiclerably by eliminating stations with low
sensitivity.
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Figure 13: Televiewer IOg8 run in borehole LL-03 in a jractured section.
• Radon anomalies were detected that seem to be related to eruptions of the neighbouring
Hekla volcano. Eight anomalies were found, five of which occurred prior to the eruptions

[51].

[I] Active defarmation determined from

GPS and SAR
The objective is to measure crustal deformation, understand how it relates to seismicity and distribution offaults, and use it for better understanding of earthquakes. In particular, deformation
monitoring will be llsed to improve the understanding of elastic strain accllmulation, tectonic
setting of seismic zones, coseismic slip during earthquakes, and aseismic slip on faults during
interseismic periods. The work is in first hand carried out by Centre National de la R.echerche
Scientifique, UPR. 0234-Dynamiqlle Terrestre et Planetaire (CNRS.DTP) and the Nordic Yolcanological Institute (NYI) in special cooperation with Uppsala University (UUPP.DGEO), University of Iceland (UICE.DG) and Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMOR..DG).
Analysis of SAR images from the ERS-l and ERS-2 sateIlites
Technique
In applying the SAR inteferometry the entire deformation field is recorded with an unsurpassed
spatial sampling density (~lOOO pixeIs/km 2 ) at intermittent times. For the interferometry work
we have used data acquired by the European ERS-l and ERS-2 statellites. They pass over a
22

gi"en study area at an altitude of 785 km: transmitting along ray paths at an avel'age angle of

23° from the vertiea!. These satellites proviele SAR images, each of whieh is a map of the grounel
reflectivity sorteel by range. The phase of e<tch <1 by 20 Ol pixel mcasures both thc range anel
the phasc shift duc to reftcction of the wa"c from thc grounel surfacc. The l<tttcr quantity can
be eliminatcd betwccn twa images of the same <trea if the elielectric characteristics of the grounel
remain constant anel the orbits satisfy the conelitions necessary for coherence. The remaining
path differ€nce, known only to within an intcgcr nlllllber of wavelengths. canta-ins information

from three sources: relative orbital positions, topography as seen in stereo by the satellite from
81ightly eliffcrent orbital passes, anel any change in position of the grounel. from a suitable p<tir
of images, we l'econstruct the phase of each pixel using a phase-preser"ing cOl'relator. \Ve adjlIst

the satellite orbital parameters to minimize the num ber of fringes at the foul' corners of the
image, assuming that the far field elisplacement is negligible. The stereoscopic path difference is
eliminated using a eligital eievation moele!. Thc rcsulting interferogram is a contour map of the
change in range, i.e. the component of the elisplacement which points towarel the satellitc. Each
fringe torresponels to ane cycle (28 mm or half the 56 mm wavelength) of the ERS-l SAR. The
accuracy of the llleaSUl'ement is bet ter than sc"eral cm in range.
~Iain

results

• We have demonstrateel that satellite radar interferometry can be useel to measure plate
motion and acclImulation of strain in seismic zones: under favorable conditions.
• We have aelvanceel the unelerstanel of earthquake triggering in voleanic areas.
Satellite raelar interferometry has been applieel to map the satellite-vie,,: component of a crustal
"elocity fielel, as well as volcano defarmation, at the Reykjanes Peninsula in SW-Iceland. The
area is the elirect anlaneI structural eontinuation of the submarine Miel-Atlantic Ridge. Obliquc
spreading between the :"orth American anel Eurasian platcs of 1.9 cm yr occurs there, causing
both shearing and extension across thc plate boundary. Using ERS-l images from thc 1992-1995
periDd we have formed interferograms, spanning up to 3.12 years. Interferogram spanning 2.29
yea.rs and a moclel referring to that time period is displayed in Figure l-l.
Coherence is presen-ed: and time-progressive fringes caused by (rustal cieformatioll are apparent. The most ob"ious defarmation is time-progressive defiation of the Reykj<tnes central
"olcano, averaging to l·) mm/yr, probably caused by compaction of a geothermal reservoil' in
rcsponsc to its utilization by a power plant. The deflation we infer is in good agreement with
leveIling elata. This gh'es confielence in the interpretation of more subtle eleformation signal in
the interferograms, fringes aligned in the elireetion of the plate boundary causeel by plate boundary eleformation. Relying partly on geologi c evidence we assumc the shape of the horizontal
and vertical crustal velocity field. We estimate best-fit made! parameters by maximizing the
global eoherence of the residual interferograms, the difference between observed anel model interferograms. The elata constrain the locking depth of the plate boundary to be about 5 km.
Below that leve! the plate maveOlents are accommodated by continuous eluctile defarmation, not
fully balanced by infto\\" of magma from depth, causing about 6.5 mm/yr subsidence of the plate
baunelary. Previous regional geodetic elata agrees with this interpretation [85,86,69].
Another interferometry study of the Krafta volcano in North lceland has clearly demonstrated the usefulness of raelar interferometry for volcano monitoring. In that study we eletected
the reaeljustment of the the Krafta spreaeling segment, to angoing postrifting readjustment of the
spreading segment to rirting episode from 1975 to 1984 [71].
GPS geodesy
It measures relative position between stations using signals transmitteel by the satellites of the
Global Positioning System (G PS). The technique has been used in lcelanel since 1986, but only
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A

B
Figure 14: SAR study of the Reykjanes Peninsula, SW-Iceland. lnterferogram 2.29 years (A)
and model interferogram showing best-fit simulated 2.29-year deformation (8). Time-progT'essive
fringes appearing consistently in the interferograms are indicative of erostal deformation. Phases
coded into bytes (8 bits) are represented with a false colaur tab/e. A complete colour cyete, for
example from blue to Mue, represents ane complete fringe; a 28-mm change in range in the case
of ERS. Concentric fringes are located at the Reykjanes central volcana and manifest a timeprogressive increase in range to the satellite. An increase in range along the whole plate boundary,
indicative of spreading, is visible as a central fringe in the 2.2g-years (A).
as intermittent measurements perforOled every summer. We have instal!ed a semi-continuously
recording GPS station in the SISZ to monitor deformation there in real-time.
Since July 1994 an unusual!y persistent swarm of earthquakes (M<4.0) has been in progress
at the HengiIl triple junetion, SW-Iceland. Activity is clustered around the center of the Hr6mundartindur vo1canic system. Geodetie measurements indicate a few cm uplift and expansion of
the area, consistent with a pressure source at 6.5±3 km depth beneath the center of the vo1canic
system. The system is within the stress field of the South Iceland transform zone, and majority
of the recorded earthquakes represent strike-slip fauiting on subvertical planes. We show that
the secondary effects of a pressure source, model!ed as a point source in an elastie halfspace,
include horizontal shear that perturbs the regional stress. Near the surface, shear stress is enhanced in quadrants around the direction of maximum regional horizonta! stress, and diminished
in quadrants around the direction of minimum regional stress. The recorded earthquakes show
spatia! correlation with areas of enhanced shear. The maximum amount of shear near the surface
caused by the expanding pressure source exceeds l millistrain, sufficient to trigger earthquakes
if the crust in the area was previously dose to failure [68,70].
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@] Formation

and development of seismogenie faults and fault populations
Tids \I'ork includes extensive geological field work and related theoretical work based on tint,
concentrating on the SISZ and the TFZ. It also includes geodetic investigation and comparisan
of results and methods with seismological il1\'esligations. The partners mostIl' respansible for
this work are the Nordic Volcanologicallnstitute ("VI) and the Centre "ational de la Reeherehe
Seientifique, URA 1759-Tectonique (CNRS.TT). There is a \-er)' close eollaboration with all the
other part'ners in this work, espeeiaIll' with the liniversitO' of Bologna (l'BLG.DF), the lcelandie
~'leteOI'ologieal OffIce (IMOn.DG) and the lippsala University (UUPP.DGEO). Also, there is
eooperation with Thierry Villemin of Universit'; de Savoie and Olivier Dauteuil, Geosciences
Rennes, in france.
Paleostress tensor
The paleostress tensors of 2.5 localities in the SISZ have been calculated, u,ing fault-slip datasets,
and cOlilpared to focal mechanisms of earthquakes in the SIL dataset. Preliminary studies of the
pa.leostress field in the TFZ were carried out during the summer of 199, [:39].
Stress fields and mechanisms of seismogenic faults
In the SISZ, the recent and present-dal' tectonic mec!Ianisms are studied by geological and
geophysical means. The determination of the stress regimes is done through calculation of stress
tensors, involving the use of inverse methods. Data inversion is applied in a nearIl' identical way
to fault slip data and to sets of double-couple foeal mechanisms of earthquakes.
The methodology applied includes the following foul' geological and geophysical criteria: (l)
the consideration of the nodal pl ane attitude (strike and dip), as compared with that of all
geologiealfaults and planes of mechanical \I'eaknesses known from field observation at the sites,
geological mapping and aerial p!Iotograph analyses; (2) the comparisan v:ith the recent fault
mec.hanisms observed in the field (including pitch and sense of motion as well as strike and dip of
fault); (3) the mechanical probability of either of the twa fault pl ane solutians, based on taking
friction into aeeount (e.g. a shallow dip is more likely than a steep ane for a reverse fault); (4·)
the best fit criterion rela.t.ive t.o the st.ress t.ensors calculated. Jf ext.ernal (i.e. comparisans wit.h
geological t.ensors), il is of good value. Il' internal (i.e. the nodal planes resulting in the best.
possible fit. wit.hin the data inversion process). it is some\l'hat circular, hence disputable.
The systematic use of the foul' criteria for nodal plane selection within a weight.ed approach allowed more aecurate determination or the stress regimes in the SJSZ than earlier st.udies and thus
bet.ter understaneling of t.he geological significance of the eart.hquake mechanisms [1,2,4,20,87].

Determinat.ion or t.he paleostress tensor in t.he SISZ
In t.he SISZ present-dal' tectonic activity is mainIl' associated with a conjugate system of
NNE-treneling right-lateral strike-slip faults anel ENE-trending left-Iateral anes; NW-trending
faults are also present. All these faults affect basaltic lavas anel hyaloc1astites, Upper TertiaryPleistocene to Holocene in age. In the SISZ we collected about 700 brittle tectonic data at 25
sites. The major stress regime, " NW-SE treneling extension, inc1ueles 70% of the total population of fault.s, whcreas the minor ane, a NE-SYV t.reneling extension, inclueles 30%. Of a total
of 718 fault slip elata, 55% indieat.e primarily normal-slip and 4.5% primarily strike-slip. The
ratio normal/strike-slip faults is lower than in other areas in Iceland. The above results indicate
that the dominating stress field in the SISZ favours strike-slip faulting, ",ith an horizontal 0'3
axis treneling approximately vVNW-ESE to NW-SE. We point out, hO\ye\'er, that in addition,
there is a cont.rasting miner, stress field, characterized by approximately J\NE-SSW to NE-SW
extension. These results were compared to the stress regimes determined from eart.hquake focal
mechanisms. This comparison reveals t.hat the paleostress and stress regimes are ielentical and
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that the ehanges in the stress field of the SISZ are eharaeterized by stress permutations between
and a2 and between al and a3 [3,18,19,20,42,871.

al

Oetermination of the paleostress tensor in the TI'Z
During the summer of 1997 a very detailed study IVas made of the paleostress field of the TI'Z.
The study was earried out at severnJ sites within the on-land part of lhe fraeture lOne on
the Flateyjarskagi Peninsula, as well ns at severai sites to the south of the zone itself, on the
I'lateyjarskagi Peninsula. In addition, fault-slip data sets IVere eolleeted along the eastern part
of the Oalv!k Iineament.
Preliminary results indieate a rather camplex stress histor,. of the TFZ, partieular1y in thc
in-land parts on the north eoast of I'late.rjarskagi. The datasets are eurrently being analyzed in
more detail, and it is hoped that the final results \\'ill be ready in earl,. 1998. The paleostress
data from the Tjiirnes fraeture lOne and the Dalvik lineament lViII be compared with the eurrent
seismie dnta from these areas and with results of geodetic IVork and other ongoing geologieal
inves~igation ongoing in the area [16,17,411.

Field and theoretical studies of fault populations
Oetailed study of faults in the TFZ and the SISZ
Ma.ps have al ready been made of somc of the most important faults in the Holaeene part of the
SISZ.
Oetniled field data on faults in the Pleistoeene part of the SISZ have also been eolleeted.
An analytieal study has been made of the controlling stress field and the secandary fraeture
pattern of the best-exposed faults in the Holaeene part of the SISZ.
As regards the TFZ, ficld studies wcre made in thc summer of 1997 of the infrastrueture of
the on-land parts of that lOne at the north coast of the Flateyjarskagi Peninsula. This work
foeussed on the overall evolution of the fault rock from large-seale blocks, bounded by major
faults, to fault breceia and erushed rock. The results indieate that many parts of the TFZ eontain
zones of eompletely erushed rock where the erustal movements may be mostly by aseismie ereep.
Another aspeet of the work on the infrastrueture of the TFZ eoncerns the effeets of erustal
f1uids on faulting in that zone. The results indicate that there are sets of very intense mineralization that presumably formed in areas of transtension along the main strike-slip fault [38,40,85).
Oetailed teetonie map of the TFZ
A detailed set of G PS points within and in the vieinity of the TFZ was installed in 1994 by the
NV!. This network was extended in 1995 and again in the summer of 1997 by NV! in eooperation
with Villemin and his group. Altogether there are now 44 GPS points in this area. In 1997,32
points were remeasured, as well as the 12 new points. The results from 1997, eompared with
1995, are not .ret available but should be so in early 1998.
Mapping of the whole Krafta fissure swarm has also been macle and a cletailed map of the
junction between the Hllsavik fault and the rift lOne is under the way. A SAH. study is planned
of the TFZ and its junetion with the rift lOne [88).
Boundary-element studies of the TFZ
New general models for the erustal deform<ttion and the distribution of seismieity within the TFZ
are being developecl, cambining the results of analytieal <tnd boundary-element studies with the
field results.
Analog models of the the TFZ
This work is foeussed on l<trge-se<tle Holoeenc erustal defarmation in the area south of the TFZ
using gl<teio-morpho!ogic<tl data. The purpose of this work is partly to try to deteet the Holaeene
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crustal eleformation in the area that couleI be relateel to the controlling stress nelel of the TFZ [24).

[Il Theoretical

analysis of faulting anel earthquake proeesses
This invoh·es moelelling of earthquake anel rifting related space and time behaviour of the stress
field in Iceland. The modelling work is based on results of geological, seismological and geodetic
investigations. The main responsible partners for this work are Department of Physics, University of Bologna (VBLG.DF) and GeoForschungsZentrull1 Potsdam (GrZ.DR.DBL). This work
is based on the work of all other partners.
Crust-mantle rheology in Iceland and Mid-Atlantic Ridge from studies of postseismie rebouncl
Here the Imrk is mai nil' fOClIsseei on modell ing the stress and the displacement nelds due to
earthquakes and to rifting episoeles in Iceland. Emphasis is posed on the interaction betlVeen the
twa proeesses follolVing stress relaxation in the asthenosphere. From these studies we mal' obtain
a signiflcantly improved unelcrstanding of t.he space and time relationships betlVeen earthcruakes
anel other geophysical phenomena governing the stat.e of stress in the erusl.
Global st.udies of post-scismie and post-rifting rebound in Iceland lVere performed employing
spherical, radially st.ratined Earth model [57,.58j. Earthquakes and rifting episodes are modelled
in t.erms of suitable distributions of equivalent body forces. The method of solution is based on
a speetrai approach to the equations which govern the defarmations of a spherical Earth due to
seismie sources loeated within the erust. The method, has the advantage of including a realistic manlIe layering and il self-consistent deseript.ion of t.he gravitat.ional effects. Post-seismie
<lnel post-rifting deformat.ion are proved to be signincant transient components of plate motion.
Studies on a local scale <tre performed employing the theory of elastic disloeations in layered media. Comparison is cOi1stantly made with observations obtaineel in the framework of structural
geology [12,14,15). Near fielel studies on the stress !leid induced by ridge activity are performed
employing original methods of theoretical fraeture mechanics in plane-strain connguration. The
singular integral equations governing fault and ridge dynamics are sol ved by means of suitable
polynomial expansions, yielding a linear inverse problem which is solved by standard numerical
methods [13,21J.
Far-neid displacement !leleI following rifting episodes
l3y means of a viscoelastic model we have computed the defarmations associated lVith the dynamics of a spreading ridge in aspherieal, rheologically str<lti!led Earth. A simple Earth model
is preliminarly employed, which includes a lOa-km thiek elastie Iithosphere, a uniform mantle
lVith Maxwell rheology, and a fluid inviscid core. The source of defarmation consists of a 200
km lang tensile fault buried at a depth of 50 km. Figure 15 portrays the coseismic surface displacement u (in centimeters) observed at a given distance from the fault along different azimuths
alpha (namely, 0°, 45° and 90° from tap to bottom). The surface displacement is decomposed
along the sphericalunit vectors ,·,8, and </I (dash-dotted, solid, and dotted curves, respectively).
Figure 16 shows the lang term relaxation of the displacement !leid. The time-scales governing
the transition from eoseismic to postseismie displacements depends essentially on the viscosity
stratification of the mantle. For an upper mantle eharaeterized by a relatively low viscosity
(such as the mantle beneath lceland) these time-seales amount to a felV years. Large amounts of
relaxation mal' affect all of the components of the displacement !leid. In particular, we observe
amplincations by a factor of 2 for the 8 and T components of displacements. Another interesting
feature of Figure 16 is the large spatial scale of the region experiencing horizontal motions in the
postseismie regime [6].
Stress changes indueed by magma up rise in a layered medium
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Figure 17:
Magma ascent throllgh a mid-oceanic ridge can be modeled as a tensile crack within which the
overpressure is determined by magma blloyancy. Explicit analytic sollltions are given for the
elementary dislocation problem in the most simple layered medium, made up of two welded half
spaces characterized by different elastic parameters. Particularly interesting appears to be the
case of a crack cutting across the boundary between the two media. In lhis case a further singlllarity appears in the kernel of the integral equation, which is connected with the presence of the
boundary surface. The problem can be solved by splitting the crack into two interacting open
cracks. The application of a constant overpressure within the crack is found to produce c1rastically different stress regimes in neighbollring regions located on opposite sides of the interface;
this feature may provide a straightforwarel explanation for the episodic reversal (from sinistral
to dextral) of strike-slip mechanisms observed in the South-Iceland seismie zone. If the rheological discontinuity betwecn the lithosphere and the asthenosphere is considered, moelel results
predict a much larger horizontal flow in the asthenosphere than is accomplished by motion of
lithospheric plates. Furthermore, the stress field near the transition eleplh is strongly controlled
by elifferential shear flow in the asthenosphere, tlllls yielding a simple explanation for the different stress regimes prevailing in the seismogenic zones of Iceland. Figure 17 shows graphically
a result of great interest in interpreting Iceland seismicity: if a dyke 4 km long cuts across the
interface between the half-space z>O, with rigidity la times greater lhan the half-space z<O,
the horizonta! compression in the stiffer medium may be much higher than magma overpressure
(5 MPa) in the magma [22,231.
Surface cracks in fault regions as indicators of the state of stress
Most earthqllakes in the South Iceland seismic zone occur on NNE-trending dextral and ENEtrending sinistral strike-slip faults. Many of the earthquake fractures rupture the surface in
basaltic (pahoehoe) lava flows of Holocene age. The resulting rupture zones display complex enechelon patterns of secondary structures including arrays of (mostly) NE-trending fraetures and
hillocks (push-ups). The field data indicate that the arrays consist of both mixed-mode cracks
and pure mode-] cracks, concentrated in a narrow belt trending in the elirection of the strikeslip faults in the Pleistocene bed rock bllried by the Holocene lava flows. For the dextral faults,
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the angle between the strike of the fault array and the strike of individual secondary fractures
ranges over severai tens of degrees, but is com mani)' 10°-30°. Modelling indicates that if the
arrays consist of pure tension (made-I) fractures, the angle between the strike of the hidden fault
and each tension fracture must be between 22.5° (if the prestress dominates with respect to the
seismic stress) and 45° (if the prestress is negligible), assuming that faulting occurs according to
the Coulomb-!'Iavier failure criterion and the prestress is purely deviatoric. If the arrays consist
of mixed-mode cracks, the angle between the fault str'ike and individual cracks is lower than
22.5°, this value being attained if the seismic stress dominates (Figure 18). Modelling suggests
that all fractures, being narrowly concentrated near the fault strike, fonn as a consequence of
slip-induced local stresses during major earthquakes, small angle fractures being predominantly
mixed-mode cracks, while higher angle fradures mal' be pure mode-I cracks. The role played by
the regional prestress field is found to be significantly dependent on the rigidity contrast between
the shallow layer and the basement rock. Useful inferences on the regional stress field can be
extracted from such modelling [12,14,15J.
Comparison between fiat and spherical Earth models
Twa different approaches were compared to the study of post-seismic deformations. In the first
one, we considered a fiat earth model fOlTed by a vertical strike-slip fault embedded in an elastic
lithosphere. In the second ane, we have solved the same problem in spherical geometry. In
both cases, we have computed the coseismic displacements and the delayed post-seismic displacements associated with the viscoelastic relaxation of a uniform mantie. In Figure 19 we
compare coseismic (Ieft) and postseismic (right) horizontal displacements computed according
to the spherical model (dashed lines) with those predicted on the basis of the fiat ane (solid
lines). The twa tap panels refer to moderate source-observer distances (i.e., O < d < 120 km),
whereas the far-field respanses are portrayed in the bottom panels, with 120 < d < 4000 km. In
this case study we have employed a vertical strike-slip fault source of width W=50 km, which
breaks the lithosphere-mantie boundary, located at a depth of 100 km. As expected, there is a
dose agreement between the two models in the coseismic regime for moderate source-observer
distances (O < d < 120 km, top left panel). In the postseismic regime (top, right) the spherical
model predicts a displacement which sensibly differs from the one obtained by means of a fiat
made!. Differences between spherical and fiat models are particularly large in the far field (bottom paneis) . An analysis similar to that performed in Figure 19 has also been carried out on
the stress fields induced by a strike-slip earthquake. Significant corrections to both the time30
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Figure 19:
evolution and the spatia] paLtern of the stress tield have been found even at distances from the
ridge much less than the radius of the Earth. We have observed that stresses due to lithospheric
earthquakes in a spherical Earth decay slowly with increasing distance from the fau!t, in contrast
with predictions based on flat madels [.5].
Modelling the earthquake related space-time behaviour of the stress field in the
fault system of southern Iceland
To model the space-time development of the stress tield using data on strain and stress 'changes
from the other experiments and from databases.
In detail, this aims at the modelling of:
• The changes in crusta! strain and stress due to earthquakes and aseismic movement in the
fault system of the SISZ.
• The formation and growth of faults and their interaction.
• The mutual influence between vo!canic and earthquake activity, e.g. magmatic upwelling
and shearing at fault zones.
Following models are addressed:
• Calculation of the stress tield due to motions on the main faults.
• Comparison with the seismic moment release.
• Stress build-up by these motions and stress release by the major earthquakes.
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• Forward modelling of the rheologieal parameters of the lithosphere asthenosphere in southem Iceland using data of postseismic deformations.
~Iethods anel results
The moelelling is performeel by applying static elislocation theory to geoeletic elata anel elata obtaineel through seismic moments from seismic measurements. The methoel and software useel
allows to ,calculate displacements, strain anel stresses elue to elouble-couple and extensional
sources in layered elastie and inelastic Earth structures. Besieles the change in displacement
eluring seismic or other short lived events, the changes caused by the mo\·ement of plates can be
included.
The existing programs programs have been t.uned for faster performance and ext.ended to
allow calcu!ation of six instead of five layers to account for elet.ailed knolI·leeIge of velocity elepth
profiles.
Preparational stuely has bcen made on the infiuence of severai layers. i.e. their elastic constants and t.hickness, on surface eleformation. Doing so, speeial attention \las paid to the effects
of the physical propert.ies of the source \;tyer on amplification or diminishing displacement at the
surface.
Data are gathered on strong (historieal) earthqltakes on Iceland anel its surroundings.
Two moelels are being prepareel:

• Ascheme comprising the main rieige parts on Iccland and the North Atlantic Ridge to the
north anel to the south of IceIanel.
• A moeleI of the SISZ anel the aeljacent part of the eastem volcanic zone.
The models incluele both faults and the load due to the Katla, Hekla. etc. volcanoes, i.e.
driving fotTes from rifting and from the mantle plume below Iceland [59.60).
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